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Who is Erin?
•Wonderosity Developer
•Informal Educator since 2007
•2010 Library School Grad
•Jane of all Trades
•Coast Guard Veteran
•Camping and Hiking Aficionado
•History Nerd
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What is Wonderosity™?
© 2019 Demco, Inc.
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Career

DEMCO

Youth
Services
Advocate
2018 - 2019

Collection
Development
Children’s, Teens
& AV (all ages)
2000 - 2004

Project
Manager
2014 - 2017

Sr. Manager
(regional)
2008 - 2014
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Paraprofessional
Youth
1991 - 2000

Neighborhood
Library Manager
2005 - 2008
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Reflections

DEMCO
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Customer

Staff

Take-aways

• Creativity
• Problem solving
• High level of
engagement
• Follow through
• Stated they would
like to do it again

• Clear instructions
• Talking points
• Structure
• Easy to understand
approach
• Liked ideas for
breaking it down or
scaling it up

• Staff quickly knew
what they would
change when
repeating the
program
• Good program
length and accurate
level of difficulty
• Accurate level of
difficulty
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Wonderosity

www.houstonlibrary.org
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Most popular selections were Eco Avatar Apparel,
such as Trashion

2

Staff would cover the climate/global warming issues
before placing the supplies on the table. Otherwise
youth will create fashion and then try to make it fit the
eco issue
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Have more dialog among youth about climate change
that will help place more focus on climate change
than the fashion at the start of the program

4

Supplies – Add easier to use tape for younger
children
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Homer Public Library

Claudia Haines
●
●
●
●

●
●

Youth Services Librarian
Trainer/Instructor
Member, PLA Family Engagement Task Force
Member, ALA Libraries Ready to Code Phase III
Cohort
Member, ALSC 2018 Caldecott Committee
Co-author, Becoming a Media Mentor

Avatar Academy Program Details

Avatar Academy Community Feedback

Avatar Academy & Media Literacy

About Me
Hi, I’m Cassie Anderson. I’ve been with MPL
for one whole year now
as their Tech and Tween Coordinator. My
professional background over the years is
multi-layered which involves being a
homemaker, childcare provider, ministry
lay worker, web designer, social media expert,
blogger and entrepreneur. I really enjoy
getting involved with the local
intermediate school and community to
promote literacy and learning programs in a
fun way!

Why Wonderosity?
I agreed to test out the Wonderosity Kit because the ideas were
outside the norm. As an inquisitive hands-on tween mom, I knew my
kids have had some exposure to some tech at school that we wouldn’t
necessarily have at home, but I knew that had yet to experience the
kind of activities that were included in the Avatar Academy. So I
thought to myself, “If I were signing my kids up for programs at the
library, I would want them to learn about 3D printing, circuit tape to
light up an LED, and getting creative and active.” I knew it would come
with a learning curve, but I was ready to learn whatever it took to put
this program into action. I’m so glad I did.

About Milton, Wisconsin
• Population 5,538
• Schools in town:
•
•
•
•
•

Elementary - 4
Intermediate - 1
Middle - 1
High School -2
MECAS- 1

• MPL is located in the former Milton
College Library building (which closed in
1982), and was recently renovated in
2017
• We are WLA’s Library of the Year in 2018

DAY 1
Build a 3D Avatar Model
Here’s how it went:
• We created our own clay avatar people with wire as a base-skeletal structure and clay for skin, clothing and props.
• Scanned a students head and shoulders with the Capture iPhone app, so students could see a hologram-like picture
of what the 3D scan and print process looks like.
• Used both MakerBot.com and Thingiverse.com to search free 3D model plans to print out the head of an avatar.
• Watched two short YouTube videos: one showing how a clay artist uses shaping tools to add details to a clay model,
and the other showing how clay modeling, scanning, computer editing, and printing are all related in the film
industry.
• Discussed the differences between 1D, 2D, 3D and 4D models.
• Planned for 1.5 hours and it was a good amount of time for what we accomplished.
• Mentioned books on display within the room with avatar-like characters to check out and take home.
• Set the tone for the week that if everyone came everyday and fully participated that they would earn a free graphic
novel to take home at the end of the week.

Build a 3D Avatar Model

Build a 3D Avatar Model

DAY 2
Eco-Friendly Apparel Design
Here’s how it went:
• We laid out a ton of reusable goods, including:
craft paper, safety pins, cereal board, fabric scraps (felt, quilt squares, and old sheets), paper bags, kite
string, aluminum foil, hot glue, colorful duct tape, glue, paper towel and toilet paper tubes, cardboard
scraps, yarn & ribbon, box cutters, and cups.
• Encouraged them to think of their avatar character and abilities and got them thinking of:
super capes, wings, dragon tails, masks, animals, Minecraft characters, props, stuffed muscles, aliens,
monsters, athletes, bow ties, safari vests, binoculars, etc.
• Created unique avatar characters, such as: Minecraft Noob/Homeless guy, Dorothy from the Wizard of
Oz, Ninja girl, Unicorn fairy princess, a WI Badger , Thor, a Roman soldier, Harry Potter girl, and a
Warrior.
• Took green screen photos of everyone’s avatar apparel designs.
• Voted on the best dressed and awarded the winner our 3D printed avatar model.

Eco-Friendly Apparel Design

DAY 3
Electronic Accessory Design
Here’s how it went:
1. We chose a duct tape color for the base wristband and double taped
it so we didn't have any sticky duct tape issues right away. Added
Velcro stickers on the ends to size it per wrist.
2. Allowed to start designing with duct tape and sharpies after
everyone had their base color bands squared away.
3. Helped everyone poke a hole for where they wanted their LED lights
to go.
4. Mapped out the circuit together to get the light working.
5. Grabbed a buddy to cover the backside with conductive tape (with a
corner folded for battery pocket).

Electronic Accessory Design

DAY 4
Train Like an Avatar
Here's what our Avatar Gaming IRL Course looked like:
• Starting Line was a tall U-shaped PVC stand with pool noodle on top archway and
streamers flowing down
• Staggered ply-board ramps to leap from one to another
• Floor ladder to run high-knees and nimble feet (made of rope and plastic sections
for training)
• Designated roped off area on ground to toss 6 rope rings at 6 colored cones off to
right side
• Take car tire and roll it across yard (about 10 feet) to brick wall and back to roped
area
• Toss 6 Frisbees at 6 standing PVC and hula hoop ring stands - short, medium and
tall heights
• Run back through ground ladder
• Back across staggered ramps
• Through the finish line archway and done!

DAY 4
Train Like an Avatar
continued
Everyone got to run through the obstacle course timed without deductions, and then we added distractions and
point deductions with the bystanders throwing dodge balls from a distance at the ramps, and the pool noodles
during the ladder part.
Points for finish time:
:00 - :30
105 points
:31 - :60
90 points
:61 - : 90
75 points
:91 - 1:20 60 points
1:21 - 1:50 45 points
1:51 - 1:80 30 points
1:81 - 2:10 15 points

Here's what our point system looked like-- highest score won:
• -5 pts per ramp, ladder, or anything else skipped
• -5 pts per ball hit or noodle whap
• +20 per ring around the cone
• +25 each Frisbee in shortest hula hoop stand
• +50 each Frisbee in medium hula hoop stand
• +100 each Frisbee in tallest hula hoop stand

Train Like an Avatar

Concluding the Avatar
Academy on Last Day
The last 15 minutes:
• Handed out Avatar Academy Certificates of Completion
with program specific stickers
• Gave away: graphic novel with a chocolate egg candy
with Avatar Lego person inside
• Encouraged them to finish the online portion of the
avatar academy online through WandooReader.com
• Thanked them for participating all week and asked them
to come back when they finished the online segment to
earn another free prize

Overall Feedback
• I briefly glanced at the materials off and on for
several weeks leading up to event, but really didn’t
start officially prepping until the week before.
• My desk was buried most of the week with
materials ready to go for the next day, and slowly
day by day I was uncovering it.
• Wonderosity doesn’t have your typical cookiecutter activities and they have a lot of variety,
education and creativity built into each program.
• There was a learning curve with each activity on
the agenda, but I put my mind to it to figure it out
and it all went better than expected every time.
• I really enjoyed working with this curriculum and
I’m looking forward to doing it again and again by
just tweaking things each time to mix it up.

www.demco.com/wonderosity
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